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THE UNIVERSAL 
LANGUAGE OF 

PEBBLES
Jana Růžičková has created Pebbles to contemplate the relationship between the natural world and human 

perception. From the Sun, Moon, and planets, to the eyes that give us sight, we find the shape of the 
circle everywhere in the natural world. Pebbles suggest that human communication relies on certain 

archetypal shapes which serve as one universal language for all of humankind.





If we surrendered to earth‘s intelligence we could rise up rooted, like trees.
RAINER MARIA RILKE



Lasvit Design: Jana Růžičková       Dimensions: 1 segment dia 50 mm – dia 450 mm        Primary Material: hand-blown Bohemian crystal glass with liquid metal coating        Other Materials: polished stainless steel      Light Source: externally lit



Pebbles arranged following a grid pattern

Pebbles arranged in a free organic composition



The perception of shapes is deeply ingrained in our psyche, 
influencing our aesthetic preferences, emotions, and behavior. At the heart of Pebbles is the circle, 

a shape that is ubiquitous in the natural world. Jana Růžičková chose the graceful curves and organic shapes of 
pebbles and translated them into a design language that captures the essence of nature and infuses 

it into contemporary design.

The design concept comprises of hand-blown glass pebbles, suspended at varying distances. 
Each element is unique in shape and internally coated in liquid metal, 

thereby referencing water formations and creating 
a reflective, mirror-like effect. 
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Some spaces are different and more demanding than others. For these unique spaces, 
Lasvit has curated a selection of their most definitive art pieces which re-imagine them as versatile lighting  

design systems that can uniquely fit even the most demanding of spaces. 

Lasvit Icons are imagined with a range of spaces in mind. From residences and hotels to restaurants and offices, 
our Lasvit designers re-think and re-purpose our most iconic sculptures to create sublime artistic experiences, 

tailored to taste and purpose. 



Versatile lighting design systems. Each with its unique character and story. 
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PRINCIPLED 
MODULARITY 

Icons by Lasvit strictly adhere to the artistic principles of their source but are designed to adapt 
to any interior space through a variety of sizes, shapes, colors and compositions.  

The final outcome consists in the artistic collaboration between our Lasvit designers  and their partners. 
This personal and intensive design process leads to a fusion of perspectives and tastes, and results 

in a one-of-a-kind expression based on a common vision. 
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INFUSED ANEW WITH YOUR UNIQUE ATTITUDE AND PERSONAL VISION




